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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Evelyn Rodriguez! (Pre-K) Evelyn is eager to learn, is very responsible, and enjoys helping others. She knows all the 

alphabet letters and sounds; count to 69 and is able to read simple sentences using the syllables with the letters m, 

and p. ~P. Hidalgo  

 Hefzi-ba Hernandez! (Pre-K) Hefzi-ba is a great friend to all peers. Hefzi-ba is the most improved in her class and is 

always willing to help her teacher. Hefzi-ba is a joy to have in the classroom. ~T. Collums  

 Elizabeth Hernandez! (Pre-K) Elizabeth is a very friendly and responsible student who knows all the alphabet letters 

and sounds; count to 100 and is able to read simple sentences using the syllables with the letters m and p. ~P. Hidalgo 

 Layla Galdamez! (Kinder) Layla is a hard worker and always tries her best! She is learning and growing every day! ~S. 

Coronado 

 Adelynn Escamilla! (Kinder) Adelynn is a hard worker and always has a positive attitude! ~S. Coronado    

 

First Grade 

 Anabelle Diaz! Anabelle has been working hard to improve in math class and she also takes the time to show off her 

dance moves when we listen to Encanto during brain breaks. I love having her in my class! ~N. Weibel  

 Bryson Noonen! Bryson joined us recently and has been a wonderful addition to our class. He quickly learned our class 

routines and has been thriving in math class. Great job Bryson! ~N. Weibel  
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Second Grade 

 Alberto Gutierrez! Alberto continues to set a great example for his classmates by working hard in class. He has 

received "Hats Off Cards" for his behavior and teamwork. So very proud of his dedication to our CHAMPS 

expectations and being a great team leader. Keep up the great work Alberto. ~D. Hubbard 

 Sophia Jacquez!  Sophia is doing an amazing job at learning her math facts! She has learned 100 new math facts in the 

last math. She is ROCKING the math facts! Very proud of her hard work and dedication to improving her math skills! 

~D. Hubbard 

 Oscar Villar!  Oscar is doing a great job in class! He has received "Hat Off Cards" for his behavior, teamwork, and 

hard work in math! He is 100% a STAR STUDENT! Very proud of Oscar for the example sets for his classmates and 

the younger students here at Southside. Keep up the great work Oscar. ~D. Hubbard 

 Ryker Spaulding! Ryker is a star student for being an outstanding learner. When he makes a mistake, he is able to take 

constructive criticism and use it to his advantage. ~H. Blalack  

 Merari Ortega Ramirez! Merari is showing huge improvement in Math. She is showing great dedication to staying on 

task in math class and using her math tools to complete her work. So very proud of her hard work. ~D. Hubbard  

 

Third Grade 

 Jacob Ayala! Jacob is always one of the hardest workers in the class, and is willing to help anyone in need! ~J. Miller 

 Leonardo Olvera Berrones! Leonardo is a star student for showing great leadership skills this week! ~J. Miller   
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Fourth Grade 

 Bryan Hernandez! Bryan did an amazing job on his math benchmark! Way to go Bryan! ~K. Eakin 

 Betsabet Lopez! Betsabet did an amazing job on her reading benchmark! Way to go Betsabet! ~A. Varela 

 Alison Morales! Alison is a very hard-working student. She is polite and kind to her teachers and peers. She is always 

on task and doing her best when completing her assignments. I am very proud of her and enjoy having her in my class. 

~E. Hernandez     

 

Fifth Grade 

 

 


